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bfu – Swiss Council for Injury Prevention

 Government mandate 
 Private foundation
 Independent of economic and political spheres of interest
 Public health approach
 Research and prevention activities 
 International networks
 Regionally anchored
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–bfu – Swiss Council for Accident Prevention–bfu – Swiss Council for Accident Prevention

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
bfu is the lead agency for road safety in CH.It has a government mandate.As a private foundation, it is independent of administration, economy and politics.It pursues a strict public health approach.Conducting research and prevention activities within the same organisation is challenging, but increases the quality of prevention.Huge progress in road safety would by no means have been possible without international cooperation, especially with other road safety research institutes.bfu has built up a system of safety delegates. They bring measures to the regions and the needs of the regions to bfu.
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
For many foreigners, CH is known as a country with mountains, usually with low traffic volume ... ... but with a huge traffic volume from north to southBut high traffic volume is mainly encountered from south-west to north-east (this picture only shows traffic on national roads).The last picture best illustrates where we find most traffic: it is spread all over the ‘midlands’ where the majority of people live. When it comes to housing and traffic, planners have therefore started to think of Switzerland as a big city.
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Switzerland
 Small country in the middle of Europe
 8.3 million inhabitants
 Federalist
 Distinct democracy
 4 different languages/cultures

German-speaking 64%
French-speaking 20%
Italian-speaking 6%
Romansh-speaking 0.5%
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
In order to understand Swiss road safety strategy, it helps to keep in mind the following characteristics:As a small country, Switzerland - more than bigger countries like GB or Germany - is used to carefully observing what is going on at international level and, to some extent, adapting to the changing basic conditions.Switzerland is very federalist and the 26 federal states (called cantons) have a high level of autonomy. Implementation is difficult if they are not convinced of a safety measure. It took 12 years to get our most recent national road safety programme (Via sicura) started. One reason why Switzerland is slow to implement good practices is its distinct democracy. All kinds of stakeholders were involved.  Finally, the different languages and cultures are a major challenge. Traffic safety performance indicators show that the language regions differ in their safety levels. 
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• 1999 ff: 7 bilateral contracts 
SUI-EU 

• Feb. 2014: CH votes for self-
controlled immigration  

• No solution found so far
• Bilateral contracts 

endangered?
• Relevant for road safety: 

mainly research programmes 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
CH is a member of the European Free Trade Association, EFTA. Since 1995, the only members are Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland.In 1992, the Swiss population voted against closer cooperation between EFTA and the EU (EEA): 49.7% YES. So we also know the consequences of very close decisions.Since 1999: the treaty of Lisbon, bilateral contracts between CH and EU. The 7 contracts: the principle of the freedom of movement; scientific and technical cooperation; public purchasing processes; …In referendums, the Swiss population always strongly supported the bilateral contracts CH – EU (2000, 2005) but was also clearly against (trying) to be a member of the EU (1997, 2001)The 2014 referendum against free immigration challenged the contracts between CH – EU. Both ideas are democratically legalised. But, according to the EU, they are incompatible (“all contracts including freedom of movement or none”).The time left to reach an agreement is running out.Relevant for road safety work?
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Fatalities per 1 million inhabitants, 1970
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
According to the fatalities per 1 million inhabitants indicator, traffic safety in CH has improved more than in other OECD countries during the last 45 years.Leading countries like GB have kept their high ranking. CH came closer. How was it possible?
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Fatalities per 1 million inhabitants, 1980
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Fatalities per 1 million inhabitants, 1990
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Fatalities per 1 million inhabitants, 2000
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Fatalities per 1 million inhabitants, 2014
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Switzerland within the OECD countries (without taking Iceland into account):From ranking 22 in 1970 to ranking 5 in 2014. GB from ranking 4 to ranking 3 GB and S have traditionally been among the best rankings. Switzerland has greatly improved – without being a member of the EU. Not being an EU member was obviously not a disadvantage for road safety in CH.But what about the future?
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Country Fatalities per 1m inhabitants, by travel mode, 2014
Cars Motor-

cycles
Bicycles Pedestrians Other

CH 12 7 4 5 2

GB 13 5 2 7 1

S 13 3 3 5 3

Source: OECD, IRTAD USV.T.24/25

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
We can see some differences between CH and GB when we compare fatalities based on road-user type.Switzerland performs fairly well when it comes to car drivers and passengers.Compared to GB, Switzerland does less well on motorcycles and bicycles.Compared to recent trends in some well-performing countries, we saw a 27% reduction in fatalities in the first six months of 2016.
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Challenges in road safety in CH

 Vulnerable road users, severe injuries
 Heterogeneity of travel modes
 Age structure
 Transition to automated driving

 Driver assistance (incl. pedestrian protection)
 Increasing significance of health and physical integrity
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
We currently face the following challenges, which hardly differ significantly from those encountered in other European countries.Vulnerable road users are a major part of the road safety problem (two-wheelers, pedestrians, the elderly).There is no clear strategy on how to reduce the high number of severe injuries (MAIS 3+).  Heterogeneity of travel modes is increasing: e.g. major rise in electric cars, more travel modes (e.g. e-bikes, monowheelers).Transition to automated driving: long, demanding. On the positive side, we can see two major trends:We want to stimulate the spread of those DAS that significantly raise the safety level (e.g. AEB automatic emergency break).Society’s perception of severe traffic accidents has changed over the last 40 years. Safety measures are accepted, we only have to show that we have chosen those that are effective and cost-efficient.
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Number of persons injured in alcohol-related crashes
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
An example that characterises CH quite well in relation to road safety:Alcohol-related road safety measuresWhat happened between 2004 and 2006?1st January 2005: lowering the maximum BAC �from 0.8 to 0.5‰ 1st January 2005: random breath-testing allowed �(previously only on suspicion)1st January 2005: cascade system for license withdrawal �in the event of repeat violations - depending on the severity and frequency of violationsWhat happened from 2013 to 2014? 1st January 2014: 0.1‰ BAC for learner license holders Two reasons for this picture : CH is very slow in taking over good practice, which can be explained by the political system (even changes to low-level rules need consultations).Usually, the quality of measures in the field is good (those responsible for implementation have contributed to influencing the rule during consultation or at least pointed to possible implementation needs).
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Swiss road safety strategies

1. Road safety (Report: Isenschmid), 1969 

2. Assessment of road safety (Report: Kopp), 1986  

3. Road safety (Report: Koller), 1993

4. Vision Zero, bfu 2002 VESIPO        Via sicura (2012)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Over the past 50 years, CH has had (5) several road safety programmes.All of them were based on an analysis, on targets and on political decisions.The above-mentioned democratic process (consultation) was applied to national road safety programmes.As previously mentioned, the most recent programmes took 12 years from the scientific report through to the parliamentary decision on a programme. 
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Targets for Swiss road safety

 1969: < 1300 (–20%) (1577)

 1986: < 350 (1034)

 1993: < 350 (954)

 2002: < 300 (–50%) for 2010 (597 in 2000)                                

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Every road safety programme has had specific safety targets.However, the first three programmes have not yet been evaluated.The last one is the subject of a multilevel evaluation: structure, progress, impact and outcome are being carefully assessed and evaluated.
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Instruments for a safe road infrastructure 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
One of the most important elements of Via sicura is the obligation of road owners towards road safety issues in the planning, construction and operation of roads. The road network must be analysed for accident black spots and danger zones, which must then be adequately eliminated.Once the tools for facilitating the implementation of infrastructure measures had been developed under the leadership of the Federal Roads Office - FEDRO, Instruments for a Safe Road Infrastructure ISSI (e.g. Network Safety Management) were developed, local staff trained to use them and progress data collected.A statistical and geographical analysis tool has also been developed in order to improve diagnosis and register the infrastructure measures implemented.
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Success factors

 Lead agency
 Evidence into practice (lead agency)
 Good foreign practice incorporated into national activities
 Permanent social debate 
 International standards (UN ECE, EU ...)
 National road safety programmes (19 ........ 2012)
 … based on several consultations 
 … instruments facilitating implementation 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Comparing CH road safety activities to good practice (e.g. latest OECD report on safe system):A lead agency has the task of proposing measures.Evidence into practice: research results steering the planning process; international cooperation has helped a lot, e.g. EU 5th research programme. 0.5 BAC shows:  Switzerland adopts knowledge fairly late, but the quality of implementation is usually quite good.Good foreign practice incorporated into national activities: e.g. the British speed enforcement programme and related research has helped a lot in establishing enforcement as a preventive measure.International standards: Switzerland as a small country is used to learning about new regulations and is willing and fast to implement them (details see UN, CEN, EU ...)Permanent social debate: Regular communication of survey results showing road users have low tolerance when it comes to crashes and injuries, but high tolerance of even restrictive measures. National road safety programmes (19 ........2012): Several were set up, always based on a report by experts.… based on several consultations: the parliamentary decision on the most recent programme was taken in 2012, the work on that programme started in 1999, 13 years of planning and several consultations; �stakeholders, regional decision-makers and the parliament agreed on a revised list of measures.Instruments facilitating implementation: As a result of the long-term planning period, stakeholders have made clear what was necessary in order to implement safety measures. E.g. diagnosis and training courses were developed for infrastructure measures in order to bring the measure down to local road owners.
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FERSI Forum of European Road Safety Research 
Institutes

 21 members from 
21 countries 

 Non-profit association
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
FERSI - the Forum of European Road Safety Research Institutes - has been an important partner for years and probably will continue to be so in the future.Membership is not associated with EU membership.
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FERSI – Forum of European Road Safety 
Research Institutes

 CH (bfu) founding member in the 90s
 GB no longer present (due to changes at TRL)

 Very valuable network
 Exchange of 
 research activities 
 national findings

 Access to research projects (consortia)
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ETSC – European Traffic Safety Council

 Knowledge transfer to EU commission
 CH = member

 International comparisons (benchmarks)
 Programmes like PRAISE (work related safety)
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Like FERSI, the European Transport Safety Council supports our road safety work a lot ..... not only because CH appears in the ETSC statistics (not so in EU statistics).Knowledge transfer is the main aspect of ETSC, but …An exchange of ideas between ETSC and its members is crucial.Benefit for SwitzerlandInternational comparisons: Benchmarks can help to point to relevant points and potential for improvement. The comparison helps us to launch social debate on e.g. bicycle safety.There is also very successful interaction between ETSC and its members when it comes to projects. E.g. the PRAISE project helped to initiate a similar project in CH and we contributed to the international project led by ETSC. Our project is still ongoing.
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UN ECE  – The United Nations Economic 
Commission for Europe 

 CH is a member of 
 WP.1 Road Safety Forum
 WP.29 Harmonization of vehicle regulations 

 Get information in time
 Hardly any influence, maybe GB?
 GB has not signed up and has been absent for 7 years
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
As a member, CH has the same rights as other countries and has some impact.WP.1 Working Party for road safety (new: Road Safety Forum) is dealing with rules and signals. GB has not signed up and has now been absent for 7 years. One recent, relevant item was the Amendment of the Vienna Convention: as of that date, automated driving technologies, which transfer driving tasks to the vehicle, will be explicitly allowed in traffic, provided that these technologies conform with the United Nations vehicle regulations or can be overridden or switched off by the driver.WP.29 World Forum for Vehicle Harmonization: overall, the regulatory framework developed by the World Forum WP.29 allows the market introduction of innovative vehicle technologies while continuously improving global vehicle safety. The framework enables decreasing environmental pollution and energy consumption, as well as the improvement of anti-theft capabilities. CH experience is that it is crucial to follow the discussions closely in order to get the information in time.On the other hand, we have little influence, e.g. on the Vienna Convention, (which, in my view, has produced a safety problem).
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EU – European Union: High Level 
Group for Traffic Safety

 CH is a visitor   
 Visitors get information on EU plans 1 year earlier than non-

visitors 
 Better chance of being ready when a new directive is coming 

into force
 EU research projects: fewer, bigger consortia, decreasing 

knowledge gain
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
CH is a visitor in the high level group  Visitors get information on EU plans 1 year earlier than non-visitors Better chance of being ready when a new directive is coming into forceEU research projects: the benefit of EU research for CH traffic safety work has somewhat diminished. Via FERSI, CH has been a partner in several research projects and has benefited. E.g. the PEPPER project has helped to implement enforcement as a prevention strategy that is accepted by decision-makers and that has to be managed. Development over the last 8 years has shown that consortia are getting bigger (east-west, north-south, industry). Another development: some projects are somewhat doubtful: project in the Ukraine, project on safety culture. The general picture is: more administration, less output.  BUT: of course, there are still some very interesting projects. It is also for these reasons that CH has no longer tried to be a partner in many projects.
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 ABS for PTWs above 125 ccs
 Rule can be taken over

 Influence on the content of the new EU norm?
 Being informed in time 

 Relevant for exporting countries not being a member of EU

E.g. EURO Norm 4 for motorcycles

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Do non-EU members have problems in adopting new directives or regulations, EU regulations: e.g. EURO 4 Norm for motorcycles: ABS for motorcycles above 125 ccs, combi-brakes for smaller ones, and so on?Rule can be adopted without any limits. CH is usually very quick to adopt EU rules, sometimes quicker than some EU members. In order to make an informed and wise decision, it is important to get the information in time. What is relevant: being informed in time and influencing the contents of the norm. Mainly, if you export norm-relevant goods to EU countries
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 CH is active in IRTAD 

 OECD reports: contribution, e.g. new report on safe system 
approach 

 ITF: research cooperation (theoretically possible)

Others

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
CH is active in IRTAD OECD reports: contribution (e.g. report on safe system, launched 3rd October 2016)ITF: research cooperation possible, but very seldom practisedCH active in several working groups, but rarely related to road safety 
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Somewhat less important

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
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Conclusions
The EU is probably more important for economic cooperation than 
for setting safety standards, BUT:

 EU high level group for traffic safety: important to be a visitor
 Contribute ideas
 Get information 1 year earlier

 FERSI, ETSC: important network, worthwhile investing the time
 UN ECE WP.1 and 29: possible and important to be a member
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
In CH, road safety has very much improved and some decisions have been taken that will take us even further. International cooperation was important to take things forward. So far, not being an EU member has not been a disadvantage with respect to road safety.
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